


Diner Duel Rules
(Please check for updates at dinerduel.com)

Objective
The goal is to collect all the Keys to the 
Kingdom. The first player to do so, wins. 

Components
68 Player Cards (Player deck)

• 4 Healing cards 
• 8 Action cards
• 8 Bonus cards
• 8 Challenge cards
• 16 Bomb cards
• 24 Weapon cards  

40 Setup Cards (used to setup game) 

• 4 Reference cards
• 4 Arena cards
• 4 Key cards
• 4 Tower cards
• 24 Character cards



Setup
Separate the cards into 
the following piles:

• Make four piles of 
cards with these 
colors/names on the 
back: blue/sweet, 
red/tangy, yellow/
savory, green/spicy

• Player cards (with 
Diner Duel logo on the back)

The oldest player goes first and is referred 
to as the first player. The first player picks 
the flavor they want to play - Mustard 
(yellow/savory), Sugar (blue/sweet), BBQ 
(red/tangy), or Pepper (green/spicy) - and 
places the flavor setup cards on the table:

- 6 Character cards
- 1 Tower card
- 1 Key card (choose any key)
- 1 Reference card



1 Champion

1 Key

1 Leader

1 Tower

1 Hero

1 Reference

Example of Setup Cards for Blue/Sweet
3 Soldiers
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Moving in clockwise, the remaining players 
choose the flavors they want to play and 
place the associated cards on the table. 
All players then take the Arena cards 
associated with their flavor and place them 
horizontally in the middle of the table, 
forming a square with approximately 6” x 6” 
of empty space in the center.

6”

Arena card setup for four players







The Character cards 
are placed face-down, 
to keep them secret. 
The other cards are 
placed face-up (Tower, 
Key, and Reference).

Player Cards
After all the players 
have set their cards 
on the table, the first 
player deals five cards 
to every player from the
Player Deck (these 
cards have the Diner 
Duel logo on the back).

Playing the Game
Once the setup is 
complete, and all the 
cards dealt, the first 
player starts the game. 



Player Movement
Players move their character cards across 
the table via a series of zones. Each turn 
they can move every character from one 
zone to an adjacent zone. However, only 
one character may be in an Arena Zone at 
a time. The Battle Zone is only for Weapon, 
Action, and Bonus cards played during 
battle. When moving, characters skip over 
the Battle Zone and move from their Arena 
Zone to an opponent’s Arena Zone.

Only one
Character card 

may be placed in 
the Arena zone

The Weapon 
and Action cards 
are placed in the 

Battle zone



Battle
The player who initiates a battle (via a 
challenge or by being adjacent to an 
opponent) makes the first attack. They may 
play one Weapon card plus one Bonus 
or Action card during the first round of 
battle. Their opponent may respond with 
a Weapon card and a Bonus or Action 
card. Battles run a total of two rounds. If 
no character is killed during these rounds, 
the character with the higher Level number 
wins the battle, and the other character is 
removed from the table. If two characters 
have the same Level number at the end of 
a battle, it is a draw, and no one is killed.

Action Card Weapon Card Bonus Card



Player Turns
Players can do the following on their turn:

• Move their Character cards from one 
zone to an adjacent zone. Character 
cards are left face-down until they are 
engaged in battle, at which point they 
are turned over. After battle, they are 
turned face-down again

• Play a Challenge card against an 
opponent (issue a challenge to fight) 

• Initiate a battle against an opponent, if 
they are in an adjacent zone

• Place a Bomb (a type of Weapon card) 
in their Kingdom zone as a trap

• Play an Action card to initiate an action 
that may be used when not engaged in 
battle (the Ghost, Teleport, Peace, and 
Breath Actions)

 
After the first player plays, they replenish 
their hand from the Player deck with as 
many cards as they played during their turn.



Card Descriptions

Weapon Cards (general)
Most of the weapon cards 
are condiment packets 
that may be neutralized by 
other flavors. The flavor 
of the card is listed in the 
colored section at the top, 
and the flavor that neutralizes it is shown in 
the colored section at the bottom.
 
Weapon Cards (bombs)
Weapon cards that 
include the word “Bomb” 
at the top, may be used 
as weapons or placed, 
face-down, in a player’s 
Kingdom zone to protect 
them from invaders. When 
an opponent lands in one 
of these “protected zones,” 
the Bomb card is turned over. If the invader 
cannot neutralize the bomb, they are killed. 



Weapon Cards (healing)
The Mayonnaise and 
Hand Wipes cards may be 
played to heal a character, 
when they are injured by 
a Weapon card. Healing 
cards neutralize damage 
done by any weapon.

Action Cards
Action cards may be 
played during battle. 
Players may choose to 
use the card to do either 
the offensive or defensive 
move listed on the card, 
but they may not do both. 
Some Actions may be 
initiated outside of battle, 
including the Teleport, 
Ghost, Breath, and Peace 
Actions.



Bonus Cards
Bonus cards are used 
during battle to trigger the 
bonus indicated in the top 
right corner of Character 
cards (see Reference card 
for more details). Bonuses:

A: Two-on-one fight
Another character may assist you during a 
battle. They also get two attack rounds

D: Attack twice
You may do a double attack on the first 
round and a single attack on the second

H: Block all harm 
An opponent’s weapon will not do damage 
for one battle round

F: Enemy can’t fight
An opponent is paralyzed and cannot fight 
back



R: Enemy runs away
An opponent moves to an adjacent zone

X: Do both a bonus and an action
A player may play a Bonus and an Action 
card during the same battle round

Challenge Cards
When a Challenge card is 
played, both the challenger 
and their opponent move 
one Character card to their 
Arena zone and fight a 
battle. The opponent may 
only refuse the challenge if 
they play a Challenge card 
of their own. Each player may decide which 
Character to send to a challenge.

Triggering Invisibility
Tower, Key, and Arena cards may be 
turned invisible for one round, when a 
player initiates the Ghost Action. When this 
happens, the card is turned over to reveal 



the “invisible” version of the card. When a 
card is invisible, an opponent cannot see or 
interact with it. If an opponents cannot see 
a player’s Arena or Tower, they cannot enter 
move to these zones, and if they cannot 
see a player’s key, they cannot take it.

Key cards
In a four-player game, each player starts 
with one key. In a two-player game, each 
player starts with two keys. A player must 
collect all the keys in order to win.

Reference Cards
The Reference card summarizes what 
Action, Bonus, and Challenge cards do, and 
describes the elements of Character cards.

Character Cards
See the Reference card for details about 
Character cards. The Tribe and Element 
icons are for decorative purposes only. 
Listed Actions and Bonuses can only be 
triggered by using Action and Bonus cards. 


